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We study the meaning of stochasttc integrals when the integrator is a quantum 
stochastic process which is not quite a martingale, in that it obeys estimates of the 
type advocated by McShane in the classical case. We define the integral and solve 
stochastic differential equations when the von Neumann algebra is finite and when 
it has a cyclic and separating state or weight. When conditional expectations exist, 
a quantum martingale continuity theorem is proved. (: 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In a series of papers [2-51 we have introduced objects, based on quan- 
tum field theory, that might reasonably be called quantum stochastic 
processes. By closely following the classical development, we are led to 
introduce quantum analogues of Gaussian processes, Markov processes, 
martingales, and stochastic differential equations. This work depends 
heavily on the existence of a conditional expectation on the operator- 
algebras that enter the theory. While this is a successful mathematical 
theory, models of, for example, quantum friction, may need an even more 
general theory. The reasons for this are discussed in [ 141, and may be 
briefly stated: the requirement that the energy be bounded below precludes 
martingales. A similar move to improve on martingale theory occurred in 
the classical theory; McShane developed a theory of stochastic differential 
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equations driven by processes that are nearly martingales, namely, those 
satisfying the standing hypotheses [lo]. This led soon to the theory of 
semi-martingales. As a step towards a quantum theory of semi-martingales, 
we discuss in this paper some non-commutative analogues to McShane’s 
theory, and generalizations into Lp. We can formulate the standing 
hypotheses and show that stochastic differential equations, driven by a 
process obeying the hypotheses, has a unique stable solution under the 
usual Lipschitz conditions. Results in Sections 1, 2, and 3 refer to von 
Neumann algebras with a trace; Sections 4 and 6 deal with faithful states 
and weights. In Section 5 we prove a continuity lemma. 
1. ESTIMATES 
Let ~2 be a finite von Neumann algebra and let t be a faithful central 
normal state on &‘. For 16 p < co, denote by LP(d, z) or L”(d) the com- 
pletion of ,c4 with respect to the norm IlullP= r((a*a)p’2)“p, a~&, and let 
L”(B, r) denote d equipped with the operator norm. We also use Lo for 
the set of “measurable” operators. It has been shown by Segal [12] and 
Kunze [9], that the elements of L”(.d, r) can be identified with certain 
closed operators affiliated to d. Within this class of operators “strong” 
sums and “strong” products can be defined-we will use sums and 
products in this sense without further comment. For further details concer- 
ning non-commutative integration we refer to [7,9, 11, 12, 181. 
If B is a von Neumann subalgebra of -c4, then Lp(B, z) is a closed sub- 
space of Lp(d, z), 1 < p < co, and there exists a conditional expectation 
[7, 12, 16, 171 $I.@): L”(d, r) -+ Lp(@, t). z(.Ig) enjoys properties 
analogous to those satisfied by the conventional conditional expectation of 
probability theory. In particular, z(.) 23): L2(d, z) ---f L2(9?, T) is the 
orthogonal projection of L2(d, 7) onto L*(g, z). 
Let jgV: 0 <s < co } be a family of von Neumann subalgebras of .d 
indexed by [0, m). We will suppose that 
(i) &,G&:, O<s,<t; 
(ii) fl,,,4=.& t30 (1.1) 
(iii) (lJs1,.~~)“=,F4,. 
For example, <g. could be the Clifford operator algebra %Y, as in [2]. 
Condition (i) simply says that the family { J;s,: 0 d s < co } is increasing, 
and (ii) and (iii) are continuity conditions, from the right and the left, 
respectively. The &A are the non-commutative analogues of an increasing 
family of a-rings, i.e., a filtration. For each s E [IO, co) let M,V denote the 
conditional expectation r(. I d5). Thus on L2 (&, z), M,Y is the orthogonal 
projection onto Lz(d~, t). 
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DEFINITION 1.1. An LP-process (relative to { s4, : 0 B s < cc } ) is a family 
{X,:O6s<co} such that X,EL~(ZZJ~,Z) for each s~[0, co). 
DEFINITION 1.2. An L2-process (Xs} is said to satisfy the standing 
hypotheses (p) if there exists cc > K > 0 such that for all s E [0, t] and all t 
with t--s< 1: 
and 
II~,(~,-~,)Il,~K(~-s) (1.2) 
Il~,I~~,-~,~/211,,2~~~~-~~. (1.3) 
The hypotheses include the conditions M,(X,-X,)EL”, and 
M, IX, - A-J2 E LP’2. To make sense we need 2 d p d cc. McShane 
introduced this idea [lo] in the limiting case p = co. Evidently, an 
L’-martingale (relative to ds) satisfies (1.2) and all the examples of [2] 
obey (1.3) as well. 
When ~2 =G$, the Clifford algebra, then the standing hypotheses are a 
proper generalization of the theory in [2]; the following process obeys the 
standing hypotheses with p = co, but is not a martingale: let h: R+ -+ R 
have compact support c R + and bounded derivative. Let Y be the free 
Fermi quantized field on [w +, and let h,(s) = h(t-s), @,= Y(h,). Then 
{QI} is adapted, and II@,,-@,J’, = Ilk,-h,,lli = j IMt, -s) - 
h(tz-s)12ds = (tI-f2)2jIh’(~(f,, t,,s))l’ds(where<E[t,-sS,t2-s]) < 
M(b - a)(t, - t*)2 < Mb-a) It,--21 for (t, -[,I < 1, where 
supph’~[a,b], and I/I’\ GM. Then the process {@Jo+ lu,},,, obeys (1.2), 
since !Pr is a martingale, with p = CO. Also, [(@jr+ Y,) - (@), + Y,V)]2 is a 
multiple of the identity, namely I(x~,~.,~ + (h, - h,)ljf, clearly bounded by a 
multiple of t-s. 
In this paper we pursue stochastic calculus under these hypotheses, 
following McShane’s treatment in the classical case [lo]: we shall see that 
stochastic integrals of certain Ly processes (l/q + l/p = 4) can be defined 
and that, under Lipschitz conditions, one gets existence, uniqueness, and 
stability of solutions to stochastic differential equations, as in [3]. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let dl,..., J&, be von Neumann subalgebras of .d and let 
A,, 1 <j< m be such that A, E L2(dk, z) for all j -=c k <m, and such that 
z(Ail dj) E Lp(dj) and z(APA, 1 s$) E Lpj2(4). Let q = 2p/( p - 2). Then for 
any u, )...) 24, with u~E.s$, 1 < jdkdm, we have 
I( f Ajuili 62 f (1.4) 
,=I 2 ,=I 
Cjllujllq+{ f ~jllu~ll~]‘;‘> 
j= I 
where C;= Il~(~jI~i)llp, D,= Il~(A:Ajl.~)llp/2. 
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Proof: Set 8, = To =O, and Sk =~~=, AjUj, Tk =c,“= 1 CjIIUjllq for 
l<kkm, and u,=max{IIS,I),,..., IISkllz} for 06kGm. Clearly 
O=U,~V, d ... 6v,. We first prove 
LEMMA 1.4. vi < V: ~ , +~~~-~~~II~~lly+~~II~~ll~, ldkdm. 
Proof of Lemma 1.4. If vk = vk _ , , the lemma is true, so we may sup- 
pose that vk > vk , . Then 
Now, 
I~(Sk*-~Ak~~l = I~(u,X- ,~(A,l4))l 
6 IlSk-,/I? IbAly llQU4)ll, since ‘+‘,i= 1 
2 4 P 
= iisk-l/12 lbk/lyCk~vk-- libkilyCk. 
Also 
b(uk*A,*A,%)l = I’d%%tAk*Akh 
= b(W&(Ak*Ak 1 --%))I 
G ilUktlyIIUk*llyll(dk*dk)~kk)l/p,Z since ‘+‘+2,1 
4 4 P 
=Dk bkl/;? giving the result. 
LEMMA 1.5. For 1 < k < m, 
(~1k-Tk)2-((Uk-.,-Tk-,)2~DklIUkll~+~---~1. 
Proof of Lemma 1.5. 
(vk - T/J* = vk - 2v, Tk + c 
(1.6) 
b&l +2vk-,Ck((#kllq+DkIIUk/l~-2vkTk+ pk byLemma 1.4 
=6, +2vk-lck(I~k/lg-2vk(Tk--, +cktbklly)+ T2,+Dkibkit: 
=u;-, -2v,-,Tk~,+12,_,-2(v/,-uk-,) Tk--, 
+2ck/bk~l,(vk&l -vk)+ c- q-1 +Dkbkll; 
d(Uk-,-Tk-,)*+T2++~,+Dk(IUk/l: 
Since Tk ~, 3 0 and ok 3 vk _, . The result follows. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. Since v0 = T, = 0, we have 
k=l 
G -f ~,/lu,I/~+ 2 (T2-K,) by Lemma 1.5 
k=l k=l 
Hence 
<2T,n+ 2 ~,I/u,ll: 
{ i 
1:2 
k=l 
as required. 
Remark 1.6. It follows from (1.4) that d,uj~ L2(,c9, r) for U,E Ly(s4,), 
1 d j d k d m, and that (1.4) remains valid for such u,‘s. 
2. STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS 
DEFINITION 2.1. A process h: [to, t] -+ Ly(d) is said to be elementary if 
it is of the form h = gxcl,pj for some ge Ly(,&), where t, < c( < fl d t. A 
finite sum of elementary processes is said to be simple. Let {X,, : 0 < s < rc } 
be an L*-process satisfying the standing hypotheses (p) (p > 2) on [t,, t]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let h: [to, t] + Ly(&‘, 5) be an elementary process. 
The (left) stochastic integral of h with respect to {X.,} is defined as 
s ’ dJ-sh(s) = (X, - X,1 g, bl 
where h = gxcm,p) on [to, t], gE Ly(s4,). The stochastic integral of a simple 
L4-valued process is defined by linearity. Evidently, s:, dX,h(s) E Lo. In fact, 
using Theorem (1.3) we see that I:, &‘,h(s) E L2(d1). We now show that the 
standing hypotheses imply that the map h -+ j:,, dX,h(s) is bounded, for a 
certain norm on the set of simple processes. This property replaces the 
isometry property of [2], which is not true in general here, since X, is not 
a martingale. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let t, < t, < . < t, = t. Then there is a constant c > 0 such 
that for any gj E Ly(~{,), 0 d j 6 m - I, 
II 
m - I 
C (xr,,,-x,,)gj 2Gc2mf1 llgjll~(fj+l-t,)~ (2.1) 
j=O II 2 ,=o 
Proof: Set Ai = X,, - A’,,-, and C$ = “$I,-, , 1 6 j,< m. Then the standing 
hypotheses give 
Hence, by Theorem 1.3, we have 
<2K f //gj IJ,,(t,-tj-1)+ IIgjpJ:(t,-tj- 1) 
<2K f l/g, 1)I:(t,-tjp1)}“2 f (t,-tti I) 
i 
l/2 
i= I 
f IIs,.. ,ll; O-t,+) 
I/2 
j= 1 
COROLLARY 2.4 (boundedness). Let h: [to, t] + Ly(d, z) be a simple 
process. Then 
where c = (2Kt “’ + K’12). 
Let G( [to, t], ds; Lq(,d, r)) = !$, denote the completion of the vector 
space of simple Ly processes on [r,, I] with respect to the norm 
h H {I:, llh(s)l/~ ds} “2. It follows that the stochastic integral J:, dX,h(s) is 
defined uniquely by continuous extension for all hE5r, and the bounded- 
ness inequality continues to hold. 
So far we have not used properties (l.l), (ii) and (iii). We now do so to 
identify the space 9,. Indeed, for any q < cc and gE Lq(&), the map 
s H M,(g) is continuous [ 11, and so, as in [2] one sees that 9, is just the 
set of adapted maps (i.e., processes) in L2( [to, t], ds; LY(.d, 5)). 
2.5. We note that if h E !CJ, for all to d t d T, then the map t H J:, dX,,h is 
a continuous L2-process. 
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A right stochastic integral can be defined similarly, since t is a central 
state. However, the right integral is not as convenient as the left for the 
generalization given below in Section 4. 
3. STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Suppose { IV,} and { W,* } are processes obeying the standing conditions 
(p). We can now solve the stochastic differential equation 
dX, = F,(X,, t) dW, + dW,F,(X,, t) + G(X,, t) dt (3.1) 
subject to X,, = XO~ L2(&J, and t 3 t,. Here F, and F, are continuous 
maps from L’(d) x R+ to Ly(d), which are “adapted” in the sense that if 
XE L2(d,) then F,(X, t)~ Ly(dr), for all TV [to, r]. For G, we need 
G: L’(d) x R+ -+ L’(d) is continuous and adapted; as usual we need 
Lipschitz conditions (i = 1, 2): 
IIF;(X t)-Fi(Y, t)lI,~K,I/X- YIl2 
IIGLK t)-G(K t)llrbK,IlX- YlI2 
(3.2) 
for all X, YE L2(d) and all t E [to, T]. We solve (3.1) by Picard’s method; 
define e = X0 and, by induction, 
x~+‘=X”+j’F,(X:,s)dW,+j’dW.,F,(X,~,s)+j’G(X:,.~)d~. (3.3) 
10 10 10 
We show by induction that this is well defined. x0, being constant, is 
continuous and adapted as a map [to, I”] -+ L2(&). If X” is continuous 
and adapted, then F,(q, s) is continuous and adapted as a map 
[to, r] + Ly(d), and so lie in ST. The F integrals in (3.3) therefore exist, 
obey the inequality of Corollary 2.4, and so define continuous L2 processes, 
by note 2.5. Also G(X:, s) is continuous, [to, r] + L’(,af)), and so 
ji, G(X;, s) ds is a continuous L2-process. This implies that XT+’ is a 
continuous L2 process, t E [to, T], for all n by induction. 
Now consider the convergence of the iteration. We find 
IIx:+’ - WI2 G Jr F-,(X:, 
/I 
s)- F,(z’fmm I, s)) dW,, 
10 Ii 2 
+ l/j ’ dW,(F,(X;, s) - F2(Xyp’, s)) 10 II 2 
+ 
II 2 
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+ 
5 
’ IIG(X~,s)-G(X~~‘,s)llzds. 
10 
This gives, by the Lipschitz condition, 
and so 
IlAy+‘- x:ll;<C, jr Il~-X;y’il;ds. 
10 
This leads to the same proof as in [3], i.e., the limit n -+ cc converges in L2 
to the unique adapted continuous solution of the equation. 
In the same way as in Section 5 of [3] we can show that Eq. (3.1) is 
stable under perturbations of F,, F2, and G, and also under perturbations 
of initial conditions. That is, if F, and G are close to Fi and G in Ly and L2, 
uniformly in [to, T]; then the corresponding solutions are close in L2 
uniformly in [to, T]; and the solution is continuous as a functional of X0, 
uniformly in [to, T]. 
4. NON-CENTRAL STATES 
Let M be a von Neumann algebra with cyclic and separating vector Q, 
and let { J?~: 0 6 s < co ) be an increasing family of von Neumann sub- 
algebras of J%! (see [5] for examples arising from the CCR and CAR 
algebras). Let {X,: 0 < s < co } be a family with X, E A, for all s 2 0, and 
suppose that X, satisfies 
IIP,(X, - X.A P,ll + IIP, IX, - Xsl 2 P,ll < at-s) (4.1) 
for all 0 <s < t < T, for some constant K, where P, is the orthogonal pro- -- 
jection P,: Jz’Q -+ J&Q. This is the analogue of the standing hypotheses, 
(1.2) and (1.3), for p = co. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A,, . . . . J&,, be van Neumann subalgebras of A! and let 
Aj~ .M, 1 <j< m, be such that Aj~ ~2’~ for all j< k 6 m and such that 
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P,AjPj~Aj and PjA,*AjPj~&$. Then for any ul,...,u, with U,EJ&, 
l<j<k<m, we have 
Gzj!, CjllujQll + { f D,llujQl12}1’2, (4. ) 
j= 1 
where C,= llPjAjPjll and D,= (IP,AfA,P,((, 1 d j<mm. 
Proof: This is analogous to that of Theorem (1.3). 1 
As before, one defines A-valued elementary, simple, and adapted maps 
on [to, t]. The (left) stochastic integral of an elementary adapted map h 
(say h =a~[~,~, on [to, t] with t,<a < fi d t and aeJt’,) with respect to 
GC> is 
s ’ dX,h(s) = (X, - X,) aS2. 4 
Note that the stochastic integral is vector-valued rather than operator- 
valued. The reason for this choice will be seen below (see also [S]). The 
stochastic integral of simple adapted maps on [to, t] is defined by linearity. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let h be a simple A-valued adapted map on [to, t]. Then 
(4.3) 
where C = (2Kt’l’ + K112). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.1 as did Corollary 2.4 from 
Theorem 1.3. 1 
Thus, we may extend the stochastic integral to the completion of the 
simple adapted &!-valued maps h on [to, t] with respect to the norm 
h- ~j:,IlWQll’d~) . ‘I2 The inequality (4.3) remains valid. 
If the map s w  P, is strongly continuous, then as in [2, 51 one can show 
that the above completion can be naturally identified with the set of 
adapted elements of L2( [to, t], ds; AQ)-where here adapted means that 
P,t(s) = t(s) for to < s < t (almost everywhere). 
5. A MARTINGALE CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
In this section, we shall establish the continuity of s H P, whenever there 
exist conditional expectations M,: &’ -+ AS, s b 0. Let { dS: s 2 0) be an 
increasing family of von Neumann subalgebras of a von Neumann algebra 
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Jz’, and let n be a cyclic and separating vector for A. Suppose, further, 
that for each s B 0 there is a conditional expectation M,: Jz’ -+ ~4’~ such that 
UOM, = o, where o is the vector state on M given by Sz. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of such (faithful, normal) conditional 
expectations have been given by Takesaki [13, 151. See also [16]. For 
CAR C*-algebras, such conditional expectations have been constructed in 
CT 5, 81. -- 
Recall that, for s 3 0, P,Y is the orthogonal projection P,Y : A’0 + JIYsZ. 
THEOREM 5.1. (i) Let t > 0, and suppose that A’, is generated by 
{AJ:s<t}. Then P,YtP, as stt. 
(ii) Let t > 0, and suppose that A, = fl,,, ( Ax. Then P, J P, as s 1 t. 
In particular, if At’, = nJ,, ~9’~ = ( lJSCr AS)“, then s t-+ P, is strongly 
continuous at t. 
LEMMA 5.2. For XEA, ~30, we have 
P,,xs;! = M,(x)G! 
Proof: This is as in [S]. Indeed, for any y E J%:, ( ysZ, P,xO) = 
( ya, xn) = o( y*x) = o(M,\( y*x)) = o( y*M,(x)) = ( ysZ, M,(x)1;2) and 
the result follows. 
By virtue of Lemma 5.2, Theorem 5.1 is seen to be a martingale 
convergence theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. (i) Since ,,&‘, is generated by the increasing 
family { J&z’~: s < t}, it is clear that m is spanned by the increasing family 
{J@2 : s < t } of closed subspaces. Thus P, t P, as s 7 t. 
(ii) Let XE A. We wish to show that P,xl2 -+ P,xlJ as sJ t. Now, 
P,xlJ=M,,(x)lJ by Lemma 5.2. Since IIM,(x)lJ < IIxII, it follows that 
!iZ’L. EA. for 
x : s > t} has a weak limit point, y say. Furthermore, since M,(x) E J& 
J 1 .\ 2 s <s 1.. 29 it follows that y E fi,,,, J%‘, = A,. Hence 
y= M,( y). But P,sJ as sl t, and so there is a projection Q > P, such 
that P, J Q as SJ t. Thus, for a suitable subnet {So}, we 
have PSz xs2 = M,(x) R + w yG = M,(y) Sz = P, yQ and PSxxG -+ QxG? 
Therefore QxQ = P, yR and so P,QxsZ = P, yQ = Qxn. It follows that 
P, 3 Q and hence P, = Q and the result follows. 
Remark 5.3. We have ys2 = P, ysZ = Qxl2 = P,xs2 = M,(x)SZ. It follows 
that y = M,(x) and since P,xP, = M,(x) we deduce that M,(x) converges 
o-strongly to M,(x) for any x E JZ as s -+ t, whenever (i) and (ii) hold. 
Such a result was used by Dang-Ngoc-Ngien [6] to prove a pointwise 
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martingale convergence theorem for von Neumann algebras. The proof 
given in [6], however, does not seem to be complete. 
Remark. Section 5 can be formulated for C*-algebras. 
6. FILTRATIONS WITH A NSF WEIGHT 
We shall sketch here how the discussions of Sections 4 and 5 can be 
extended to the case when the state o is replaced by a weight. Specifically, 
let {As: 0 < s} be an increasing family of von Neumann subalgebras of a 
von Neumann algebra A’ and let 4 be a normal semi-finite faithful weight 
on A! such that its restriction to each &Y is also semi-finite. Suppose, 
further, that each AY’~ is globally invariant under the modular 
automorphism group of A associated with 4. This is sufficient to ensure 
the existence of (normal, faithful) conditional expectations M, : A -+ A@‘, 
satisfying doM,=& 320 [13, 151. 
The standing hypotheses for a process {X5: s > 0}, X, E A\, are 
II~,(~,-~,)Il + II~.s((~,-X,)*(~,-~,)I/ <K(t-s) (6.1) 
for 0 f s < t and some constant K. 
Denote by !Rd the left-ideal of A? given by 91d = {x E A: &x*x) < cc }, 
and put ‘$I; = ‘$I, n J&. Let X4 be the Hilbert space associated with YI# and 
the inner product (a, b), = $(a*b), a, by%+, and let aHad be the 
canonical map: Yin, + X4. Let 2; be the subspace of X4 generated by %$, 
and let P, be the orthogonal projection P,: X4 -+ Xi. Since 
d(M,(a)*M,(a)) d d(M,(a*a)) = d(a*a) 
we see that M,: 9I,+ ‘%i and, as in Lemma 5.2, one sees that 
P,a, = (M,(a))4, aE a#. Furthermore, Theorem 5.1 has an analogue by 
virtue of the following result of Stratila [ 13, p. 281. 
THEOREM 6.1. If {x%} IS a norm-bounded net in Y14 and if {(x,),} 
converges weakly to some 5 E X4, then there exists XE ‘J1, such that x, 
converges o-strongly to x and x4 = <. 
Thus, continuity of the filtration implies strong continuity of the map 
TV P,. Let h: [to, t] + 914 be an adapted simple map and let {X,} obey 
the standing hypotheses, Eq. (6.1). Then, as earlier, one establishes the 
boundedness 
d ((jr; dX,W)* ( j,; WW)) d C2 i,: $(h(s)*h(s)) ds, 
where C = 2Kt112 + K1f2. 
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This inequality extends to the appropriate completion as before. If 
s H P, is continuous, then using the methods of [2, 51 one sees that for 
any adapted’ element < of L*( [to, t], ds; X4), J:, dX,[(s) is a well-defined 
element of A$ obtained as a limit, in s$, of stochastic integrals of the form 
l;, dX,h,(s), where h, is simple, adapted and ‘S4-valued. Moreover, 
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